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D O YOU K N OW T HE WAY TO
S A N J OS É ?
Our 60th Anniversary Season is
almost at an end, and the Verdi
Requiem at Gorton Monastery is
certain to be a magnificent way
to end the ’official’ season. But
for many St George’s Singers
there is an even more exciting
event to come: our tour to Costa Rica.
Ever since El Café Chorale and
then their ‘youth’ choir, Intermezzo, visited Poynton, their
Musical Director David
Ramirez has been asking St
George’s Singers to go on tour
to Costa Rica. This year
seemed like the perfect opportunity to do something different
– so on 25 July a group of SGS
tourists leave Poynton for Central America – and our most
adventurous tour yet!
David Ramirez is thrilled that
we are coming to sing in his
country. ‘We are very excited
about your visit to Costa Rica’
he writes. ‘In fact, St George’s
Singers is the first choir from
England to vist our country. It
will be a fantastic experience

for our choral culture to receive such a marvellous
group.’
The choir tour itself will take
up four days, during which we
will be giving two concerts in
the capital, San José. The first
will be a joint gala concert
with El Café Chorale, during
which we will sing Todd’s
Mass in Blue and Chilcott’s
Little Jazz Mass, both of which
will be premières for Costa
Rica. The second involves just
St George’s Singers, and will
feature British choral music
through the ages, from Tallis
and Byrd to Britten
and MacMillan.
We will also be
singing one of the
movements from
Will Todd’s Footprints, another
première for Costa
Rica.
After the ‘business’ part of the
tour, we then head off for an
organized tour around Costa
Rica’s most famous landmarks, with a chance to see
some of its lushest flora and
spectacular fauna. Costa Rica
is known for its progressive
environmental policies:

ranked 42nd in the world, and
3rd in the Americas, in the
2016 Environmental Performance Index, twice ranked the
best performing country in the
Happy Planet Index, which
measures environmental sus-

The capital, San José

tainability, and identified by
the NEF as the greenest country in the world in 2009. Costa
Rica officially plans to become
a carbon-neutral country by
2021. With all that, it’s no
wonder they love singing!
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Sunday 25 June, 2017
The Monastery, Manchester
Verdi Messa da Requiem
St George’s Singers
with
The Sheffield Chorale
and
Stockport Symphony Orchestra
conductor Neil Taylor
Soloists:
Rachel Nicholls, Joyce Tindsley,
Matthew Minter and Colin Campbell
Tickets: £18, £16, students £6
Tel : 01663 764012
Email: tickets@st-georgessingers.org.uk
Online: www.st-georgessingers.org.uk

From Byrd … to Dove

There were three people in this
requiem: Verdi, Rossini and Manzoni

A N N I V E R S A RY S E A S O N E N D S W I T H
A BA N G : V E R D I MESSA DA REQUIEM
Giuseppe Verdi was born in the
village of Le Roncole, near
Busseto in Northern Italy. He
began to compose music for
church, theatre and the concert
hall when he was 13, and in
1832, aged 18, he left home for
Milan to study counterpoint.
He returned in 1836 to become
maestro di cappella at Busseto
and married Margherita Barrezzi, but tragically, their two children died in 1838 and 1839, and
Margherita herself died a year
later. Verdi was overcome with
grief, but found consolation in
his music, and in 1842 he premièred his first really big operatic
success, Nabucco. For the next
60 years he was lauded as Italy’s most famous and revered
composer.

do or In Paradisum, and made
short work of elements such as
the Hosanna and Benedictus
which other composers would
have expanded on at some
length.

project was never finished, and
simply disappeared from sight.
Despite being urged by friends
and critics to expand his
‘Libera me’ into a complete
requiem setting, Verdi dismissed the idea, saying: ‘There
are so many, many requiem
masses, there’s no point in adding one more.’

Verdi, although a man of great
spirituality, was an agnostic –
his second wife, soprano
Guiseppina Strepponi, called
him ‘a very doubtful believer’.
His Requiem, like the German
Requiem of Brahms, is a deeply
spiritual work, but one written
by a sceptic. So why did he
write it? His operas had made
him extremely wealthy, so he
didn’t need the money. Indeed,
after the première of Aida in
1871 Verdi composed no more
operas, working only on projects that spoke to him personally and which stirred his creativity. Given his religious doubts
and his personal circumstances
therefore, it seems most unlikely that Verdi would ever have
written a Mass without a very
special reason. In fact, he had
two.

Then in May 1873 a great Italian patriot died. Alessandro
Manzoni was a poet and author
of a famous 19th-century book,
I Promessi Sposi (The Betrothed),
now regarded as one of the
world’s literary masterpieces.
He was also a great humanitarian and, like Verdi, a leader in
the Risorgimento, the movement for Italian independence
and unification. For Verdi,
Manzoni was a great personal
hero. His death gave Verdi a
perfect reason for composing a
Requiem, and he began work
immediately, completing it the
following April, in time for the
first anniversary of Manzoni’s
death. It was premièred on 22
May 1874 in the church of San
Marco in Milan, chosen for its
size and excellent acoustics,
with a chorus of 120 voices and
100 in the orchestra, conducted
by Verdi himself.

The Messa da Requiem, premièred in 1874, was inspired by
two fellow Italian artists. The
first was his predecessor as the
country’s greatest opera composer, Gioachino Rossini.
When Rossini died in 1864,
Verdi suggested that a group of
composers write a joint Requiem in his honour, each one
contributing one section. Verdi
was allocated the ‘Libera me’,
which he completed in August
1869. Professional rivalries,
scheduling problems and money disputes meant that this joint

This Requiem to honour two
men for whom Verdi felt the
greatest admiration is a work of
highly concentrated emotion.
The music is direct, powerful
and (as one would expect) operatic and theatrical. Verdi had
not composed any sacred music
for 30 years, so he studied the
requiems of Rossini, Mozart,
Berlioz and others. But his intent was not to compose music
for the liturgy; it was to honour
cultural giants. Hence he did
not include traditional movements such as the Gloria, Cre-

For its first performance in San
Marco, special permission had
to be obtained from the Archbishop for the inclusion of female choristers, who were hidden behind a screen, wearing
full-length black dresses and
veils. Applause was banned,
and as a result the reaction at
the première was rather muted.
By contrast, the second performance three days later, at La
Scala Opera House, was received with tumultuous applause, and the work became
an overnight
sensation.
The scale
and power of the
Requiem
make it
the ideal
to end
our 60th
season.
Rachel Nicholls
And
since
Verdi wanted it to be performed
in a church, what place better
than Gorton Monastery. For
such a gargantuan work, featuring a formidably sized orchestra, a larger than usual chorus
is essential, so we’re delighted
that The Sheffield Chorale are
once more joining with us.
Even more excitingly, we have
a brilliant quartet of soloists:
Joyce Tindsley, Matthew Minter and Colin Campbell and – a
last-minute replacement for the
Romanian soprano, Irina
Iordaschescu – Rachel
Nicholls. Rachel first sang with
us in Creation in 2007 – Neil’s
first season as MD. Since then
she’s gone on to become one of
the UK’s most exciting dramatic sopranos of her generation. Hearing her in the Verdi
makes a thrilling end to a marvellous year.
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D I A M O N D C ON C E RT S PA R K L E S !
St George’s Diamond Anniversary Concert on 22 April was a
sparkling occasion, with a nearcapacity audience at the
RNCM entranced by an evening of superb choral music
through the ages.

The first half concluded with one of
the Choir’s favourite
works, Dove’s Seek
Him that Maketh the
Seven Stars. Once
more, Ali McLay
gave her beautiful
introductory solo,

The theme of the concert was
‘60’ – a celebration of 60 years of ‘Couldn't have demonstrated better
music-making by how the choir can tackle any style of
the Choir, reflect- music to such a wonderful standard.’
ed through music
composed over
Neil provided the
the last 60 decades, and with a
twinkling stars on
programme designed to show
the organ, whilst Joe
off the versatility and vocal
took over on the
skills of the Choir.
conductor’s podium
to guide us through
‘A beautiful and joyful occasion.’
stamina-sapping) introductory
the more treacherous rhythms
‘O for the wings of a dove’ from
of the cosmos.
The evening began with Parry’s
Mendelssohn’s Hear my Prayer.
rousing I was Glad, then went
With the Praulins out of the
A beautiful moment of peace
straight into a work which was
way, a sigh of relief went round
and tranquillity.
new to both choir and audithe Choir, and the second half
ence. Praulins’
The men were not to be outfelt more relaxed
Missa Rigensis
‘The audience were completely – but not comdone by the ladies, however,
was perhaps a
entranced by the Praulins.’
and launched into The Pasture
placent. There
controversial
was still Bach,
by American composer Randall
choice for
and one of his more fiendish
Thompson, another work that
such a concert, but proved to be
motets: Lobet den Herrn.
was probably new to the audianother programming masterence, and which was performed
‘Dance’ had been the instrucstroke by MD Neil Taylor. We
with elegance and sensitivity by
tion from Neil during rehearsal
had spent hours working on the
our tenors and bassfor this piece,
‘The Bach and Byrd were es. Well done,
and
so
we
did
‘I heard particular praise for
magnificent.’
gents!
(without falling
the intonation, smartness
off the RNCM
Arvo Pärt’s Cantate
and platform behaviour .’
staging). Thankfully this was
Domino was next on the
followed by two much more
extremely difficult and conrestful pieces. Whitacre’s haunt- playlist, with his trademark
stantly changing rhythms and
tintinnabulation. The end of the
ing Sleep, and Holst’s gorgeous
key signatures, but the result
concert was fast approaching
Ave Maria, the
was a triumph. Parnow, but we still had three
latter showing
ticular praise is due to ‘… exquisite dynamics and
gems to sing. Purcell’s minioff the ladies’
the eleven soloists
marvel, Hear my Prayer, was
every word clear .’
voices to great
from the Choir who
followed by what many Choir
effect.
were superb, and led
members thought was the highthe way for the rest of the
Neil and Pete then played a
‘The whole concert was superb.’
Choir. The audience was spellsecond piano duet. In the first
bound, and gave a huge round
half they’d performed Grieg’s
of applause at the end.
Morning Mood. This time they
light of the concert: Byrd’s magnificent Laudibus in Sanctis.
hammered their
way through
Who couldn’t love this work for
Anitra’s Dance
its ebullience, its surprising
with tremendous
syncopation and wonderful
style and pamelodic lines! And to finish 60
nache.
years of life-enhancing singing?
What else but Handel’s Amen
Then another
chorus.
solo, this time
from Jacqui
All in all, an evening to rememSmith, who sang
ber, and a performance benchthe glorious (and
mark for the next 60 years!

‘The choir came into its own
most completely in the Praulins
and Whitacre.’

Joe taking applause at what
turned out to be his last concert
with St George’s

‘...captivated by such a
wonderful sound.’
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VELJO TORMIS: COMPOSER TO THE PEOPLE

Estonia - happy memories for Andrea of
her late husband Rob (far right)

Veljo Tormis CDs
A lot of Tormis’s music is
available on CD, primarily
performed by the Estonian
Philharmonic Choir, who did
much to promote his work
internationally. There is also a
CD called Tormis Choral Music
by the Holst Singers with
Stephen Layton which
includes the Four Estonian

Lullabies..

Tell me, Mr Tormis. What did you really
think of our Estonian pronunciation?

Although not as internationally
renowned as his compatriot
Arvo Pärt, Tormis was a national icon in his country, one
of the most important composers of the 20th century in Estonia, whose choral music helped
energise his country’s drive to
independence.
Tormis was the eldest son of a
Lutheran parish clerk in Kuusalu, east of Tallinn. When he
was 9, Estonia was annexed by
the Soviet Union, and the
young Tormis went to the Moscow Conservatoire to study
composition. On his return to
Tallinn he quickly gained a
reputation as a prominent composer and teacher, his students
including Arvo Pärt.
His early works were largely
mainstream symphonies and
operas, but from the late 1950s
he began to explore Estonian
folklore, expanding his studies
in later years to the whole of
the Baltic region, and bringing
back to national consciousness
the poetry and music of the
ancient Finno-Ugric family of
languages, many of which
were disappearing or already
extinct.
This focus on vocal folk traditions occupied him for the rest
of his life, resulting
in a body of choral
music that is endlessly fascinating
and culturally invaluable. Above all,
Tormis always allowed the folklore
to determine the
music’s develop-

ment, rather than force it into
Western models. He said on
more than one occasion: ‘I
don’t use folk melody. It is folk
melody that uses me’.
St George’s Singers first became of aware of Tormis in
2002 when our then musical
director, Stephen Williams,
went to Estonia on a Churchill
scholarship. There he met the
composer and became an advocate of his music. Two years
later the Choir went on tour to
Finland and Estonia, and were
thrilled when Tormis came
along to one of our concerts.
The concert was held in a small
church about an hour’s coach
drive from Tallinn, basically ‘in
the middle of nowhere’. No
houses, no shops – just a church
in a field, and which, on our

Our choir coach in Estonia

arrival, was firmly locked! So
we all sat around outside in the
sunshine waiting for someone
to come and open up, which
they did – eventually. The concert was due to start at 7.30pm.
At 7.00pm, no one had arrived.
By 7.10pm we were starting to
get anxious as we still had
no audience, other than
the church official and a
couple of cats. Peering
round the empty countryside we couldn’t even
imagine where the audience would come from.
Then all of a sudden cars
started to arrive, and people flocked in from across
the fields. By 7.30pm the
church was packed, and –
miraculously – Tormis
himself was in the audience.
Stephen had chosen Tormis’s
Four Estonian Lullabies for us to
sing in the composer’s honour,
and we all sang our hearts out.
After the concert, Tormis

Photo: Valu Aloel

Many of us at St
George’s Singers
were saddened to
read of the death of
Estonian composer
Veljo Tormis earlier
this year. The news
also brought back
memories of our
wonderful tour to
Finland and Estonia
when we were fortuAbove: The rural church in Estonia where
we gave our concert in honour of Tormis nate enough to meet Tormis in
Below: waiting for the man with the key! person.

Veljo Tormis

stayed behind
to talk with
us, and was obviously delighted
that we had come to Estonia to
sing, and particularly touched
that we had performed some of
his music. On our Estonian
pronunciation he was graciously non-committal!
Stephen Williams remembers
Tormis with great affection,
and describes the composer’s
influence on his native land.
‘Titles that evoked a natural,
raw, Northern landscape – Eagle flew From The Northeast, Vespian Winter, Call for the Midsummer Bonfire and Sang the Father
Sang the Son – first attracted me
to the music of Veljo Tormis.
‘Born in 1930, he had come to
embody the spirit of a whole

Stephen with Veljo Tormis

nation; and a nation that sings
like no other. During the Soviet
occupation of Estonia, the choral performance of
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STOLLER HALL: OUR NEW CONCERT VENUE
When Chetham’s opened their
new school building in 2012, a
big space was deliberately left
empty in the shell of the building. A concert hall was
planned, but years of fundraising lay ahead before it could
become a reality. Now, just
five years after conception, the
brand new Stoller Hall is open
– and St George’s Singers will
be performing there twice in
the coming season.
The new hall is the largest performance space on the Chetham’s site, complementing the
Carole Nash recital hall, ensemble rooms, the 600-year-old
Baronial Hall and the Oglesby
Atrium. It seats 482, including
45 in the balcony and an 83seat choir gallery. It has been
designed specifically as a dedicated chamber music space,
combining the intimacy of a
small venue with beautiful
visual and acoustic design.
Acoustics is at the heart of the
design, with every visible surface doing something to improve the acoustic quality of
the space. Described as a ‘box
within a box’ the hall has been
fitted into the existing school,
and is acoustically isolated.
Another key feature of the hall
is the two-tier movable stage,
which can be expanded forward to provide a greater per-

formance area, or retracted
to allow more audience
seating.
The total cost of the Stoller
Hall was £8.7m, of which
£7.5m was donated by Sir
Norman Stoller through the
Stoller Charitable Trust,
with additional support
from the Garfield Weston
Foundation.
Stephen Threlfall, the Director of Music at Chetham’s,
and one of St George’s Singers vice presidents, was one
of the key players in the
plan to build the hall, and is
thrilled with the results.
‘I am personally delighted by the quality of our
new Stoller Hall’ he commented. ‘Everyone who has
had the opportunity to rehearse
or perform in the Hall (and this
includes The Hallé, Manchester
Camerata, BBC Philharmonic
and many more) has been
thrilled by the quality, beauty
and the finesse of the acoustic.
‘I am also delighted that St
Georges Singers will be experiencing the Hall in October
when they perform Rachmaninov’s Vespers as part of the
Chetham’s Russian October
Project. The final details about
the Festival are currently being
drawn together and will be sent

music felt as much part of
the street as it was part of
the national folklore. It is
complex and simple, ancient and modern. By then
he was an international –
yet unfailingly modest –
figure and I was incredibly
fortunate to meet him at his
home. We conversed
through a stuttering combiChristmas greetings from Tormis to St George’s
Singers in 2004: rolling the yule drum for Christmas nation of my poor German
and his better English. In
spite of that, it remains one of the
national, local and traditional songs became a
most exciting moments of my life.
form of subtle protest. When I
When St George’s visited Estonia
visited Estonia in 2002 Tormin 2004 he came to hear us sing.
is was spoken of as a quasiHow wonderful that was, in a
small church in the Estonian
presidential figure and his

out to the wider public at the
start of summer. Personally I
can’t wait for St Georges to
experience the venue. I know
you will all be suitably impressed and as thrilled and I
am.’
The opening season for Stoller
Hall is packed with international musicians, many of whom
are former pupils of Chetham’s.
Check out the details on their
website.

The new Stoller Hall

SING!
The opening season offers a
spectacle for lovers of the voice
in all its forms: a gospel
singalong; Haydn’s Creation with
Paul McCreesh and the Gabrielis;
Richard Rodgers songs; and lots
more.
26 May – 20 August 2017.
www.stollerhall.com/festivals/
sing/

countryside with the birds
singing outside. A perfect
moment.
‘How wonderful also that
singers from Poynton should
be sufficiently enterprising to
travel to that largely unknown
Baltic state in order to share
their music. Tormis understood the value of culture and
cultural exchange and, no
doubt, would have admired
your spirit of courage and
collaboration.’
Thank you Stephen for introducing us to Tormis’s music.
And thank you Veljo Tormis
for your greatness of spirit.

Preparing for the concert - breathing
and stretching exercises no doubt!
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S T G E O RG E ’ S S I N G E R S ’ N E W S
New members
A warm welcome to new members: sopranos Miranda Thewlis and Jackie Palmer, and alto
Diane Goodair. We hope you
enjoy singing with us for many
years to come.
Bridget in the drink again!
Well done to alto Bridget Ovey,
who succeeded in swimming a
mile in the Great East Swim on
Alton Water in Suffolk on 17
June to raise money for Alzheimer's Research UK. Last time
she swam half a mile, so going

up to a
mile
was a
great
challenge,
as well
as being
her first
time in
a wet
suit in the hot sun: an ‘amazing
experience’ Bridget says. No
word yet on how much she
raised, but you can still donate
at Bridget’s JustGiving page –

just search for her name – or
just give her the cash!
Mel’s Big Walk
Another a lot, Melanie Rimmer
will also be raising money for
charity, by walking 50 miles in
24 hours on 30 June/1 July to
raise money for a new MRI/
PET scanner for Sheffield. She
is doing this as part of the The
Big Walk 2017, a circular walk
starting and ending at the University and going out into the
Peak District. Mel also has a
JustGiving page – check it out!

(NOT) ON YER BIKE BY PETE DURRANT
As you probably know, I have
been in training for Ironman
UK in mid July.
In preparation for the 112 miles
of cycling in the Ironman I
entered a charity 100-mile bike
event that took place a few
Sundays ago on 21 May. Because I wasn't allowed to use
my time-trial bike in this event
(due to some nonsense about
insurance) I had to use my
commuter road bike which was
a little bit worse for wear!
Red marks
the spot: the
scaphoid
bone

30 miles into the race and as I
was going up the first big climb
of the event, I downshifted and
my chain fell off and got lodged

on my bike frame. I fell off onto
the pavement and landed on
my left wrist/palm, breaking
the scaphoid bone, a small
cashew nut-sized and -shaped
bone between the thumb and
wrist.

tially entering Ironman Wales
which takes place on 10 September. Watch this space!

Subsequently I am in a cast
until a minimum of two days
before Ironman UK and with
the physio needed after it
comes off and the lack of swimming I've done for the last
month or so, I am having to
withdraw from the event.
If I get the all clear from my Xrays on 14 July then the cast
will be off and I will be poten-

Even with one arm in plaster, our intrepid
accompanist doesn’t stop playing – with
a bit of support from Neil to get through
those Verdi runs.

D’OH! OH DEAR ...
A few weeks ago, SGS was
approached by Denise Vaughan
of Poynton Academy Choir to
ask if we’d be willing to sing at
one of their concerts. Of course!
Would we do a joint item with
the children? No problem. And
that’s why we all found ourselves learning the words - and
actions - to the Sound of Music
anthem, Do Re Mi.

toire covers anything from Mozart's Dies Irae and Gershwin's
I've Got Rhythm to Beauty And
The Beast's Tale As Old As Time
and ELO's Mr Blue Sky! They
have performed at the annual
Christmas Music Concert at the
High School and at the Love
Music Trust ‘Music Celebration Weekend’ at The Clonter
Opera House.

The Academy Choir was set up
18 months ago, its members
drawn from children from the
nine feeder schools in the
Poynton area, making a choir
of around 50 children aged
between 7 and 11. Their reper-

The idea to approach St
George's Singers came about
when Denise realised that the
Choir would be rehearsing next
door to St George’s Church on
the same night as the Academy
were to hold their end-of-year

concert in the church. ‘We
could have the next generation
of St George's Singers,’ said
Denise, ‘so an evening together
may inspire a lifetime love for
singing and a pathway for the
future.’
The concert was great fun. For
our item we sang one of the
movements from the Rachmaninov Vespers, then joined in with
the children in an action-packed
version of Do Re Mi.
The verdict? Well, we got the
notes OK, but must admit that
when it comes to putting actions to words, the children
were our masters!
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S O M A N Y B E AU T I ES
‘So many beauties’ exclaimed
the Polish lady with dementia
when composer, singer and
kora player Holly Marland and
her ensemble of musicians performed by her bedside as part of
a project to give people with
dementia the chance to create a
new musical work celebrating
their creativity.
Her intuition inspired the title
of Holly's joyous and touching
patchwork quilt oratorio that
had its world première to a rapt
audience at a packed Manchester Cathedral on 6 April.
Holly had assembled a children's choir, a carers' choir and
a strong contingent of BBC
Daily Service Singers and St
George's Singers, plus a musical
ensemble of RNCM students
under the baton of Sasha Johnson Manning for the occasion –
and what a belting celebration

B Y JO E KE AN E Y

of life and the affirmative power of music they all gave!
She had recorded over 80 hours
of creative material from people
living with dementia and all
their remarks and tunefulness
weaved in this mesmerizing
musical tapestry. The uplifting
inclusiveness of ‘You're welcome at my door’ and ‘God
painted nature’ ran alongside
the fun of ‘Beryl dancing in the
starlight’, ‘Yankety tankety’
and memories of shepherd's
pie. Musical rhythms oscillated
from evocations of chilly winter
to the sultry Nile by way of the
familiarity of ‘My Bonnie lies
over the ocean’ and ‘When the
Saints go marching in’.
Amid so much sunshine, Holly's own plaintive alto solo on
the Polish refrain ‘Moja Piekna’
and ‘So Many Beauties’ were
most affecting, reflecting the

shimmering vulnerability of life's
conditionality.
As the evening closed with
everyone joining
in ‘the Saints’ the
audience's standing ovation echoed a specialist's
opening remarks,
that we dwell not on what is
lost in dementia but celebrate
what is still there, alive and
beating, which music
can draw on and
connect with. The
warm, heartfelt,
sustained audience applause
was a tribute to
that connection.

Rehearsals for the concert in
Manchester Cathedral

M OV I N G O N
Many congratulations to Joe
Judge on his appointment as
Musical Director of the Leeds
Guild of Singers. The Guild
was founded in 1948 by members of Leeds University, and
maintains close links with the
university music department,
rehearsing in the Clothworker’s
Hall every Tuesday evening.
Their 30–40 singers include
semi-professionals and music
graduates, and they put on up
to 10 concerts each season in
Yorkshire and further afield.

This is
not the
last time
we will
see Joe
however. In
January
2018 he
will be
singing
Messiah
with us,
as part
of the
Turton
The quick-witted reader will
Joe in relaxed mood on the
Consort
have realised that Tuesday
Rhein during our trip to
(the
Germany
rehearsals in Leeds do not sit
ensemeasily with St George’s Singers’
ble he
Tuesday rehearsals in Poynton, founded and directs) and also
and it is for that reason that Joe has one final Cheshire Consort
has regretfully had to resign as
wedding to direct.
our Assistant MD.
Whilst we bid a fond farewell to
‘I'm really sad to be moving on Joe, we simultaneously welfrom St George's’ said Joe. ‘I
come our new Assistant MD,
have always found the choir a
Robert Brooks. Robert is a baripleasure to make music with,
tone, conductor and composer
very welcoming and sociable,
based in Manchester, and is
and I shall miss it on both of
well known to some Singers
these accounts.’

already, as he has conducted The
Cheshire Consort on a number
of occasions. As well as recital
and concert appearances, he
directs the Edinburgh University
Chamber Choir, the Preston
Cecilian Choral Society and the
Manchester Singers. He is also a
member of the prestigious National Youth Choir Fellowship
(of which Joe was a member last
year).
Robert was a treble in the choir
of New College, Oxford, under
Edward Higginbottom, and
completed a music degree at
Manchester University, where he
directed the chamber choir Ad
Solem. He also sang in the third
Genesis Sixteen choral programme and directed the Leeds
College of Music Choral Society
and the Oratory Choir of St
Chad's, as well as singing with
Patchwork Opera and the Turton Consort. ’I am thrilled to be
continuing Joe's fantastic work
with St George's Singers, and am
looking forward to the incredibly
busy season ahead! ‘

Our new Assistant MD,
Robert Brooks
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'THANK YOU FOR THE MUSIC' – AND
THE LOOS! BY VIRGINIA FOX

If there is anyone who would
still like to donate to this
appeal you can do so through
visiting the Virgin Money
Giving website and following
their instructions or by using
the link below:
http://
uk.virginmoneygiving.com/
fundraiser-web/fundraiser/
showFundraiserProfilePage.ac
tion?
userUrl=VirginiaFox60x60

I would
take a bet
on the
fact that
there is at
least one
toilet in
the home
of every
choir
member –
probably
two in
many
houses, or even three. There
may be some of us who can
remember the days of the outdoor privy, and I am indeed
one of these, although my
memories are of student houses
in Durham in the 1970s rather
than of homes in Cheshire. At
my old farmhouse in Rainow
we have a double-seater Victorian loo in our outhouse, but I
am glad to say that this is no
longer in use!
I am sure that it is safe to say
that all of us have the benefit of
proper sanitation and adequate
supplies of clean water, and we
probably rarely experience what
it is like to live without these
facilities. My eyes were
opened, however, to what this
might be like when the one
toilet in the building in which I
worked was broken for a few

days. As a result of this experience, I and my colleagues decided to sponsor a community
in Africa to build their own
toilet through an organisation
called Toilet Twinning.
It is a shocking fact that 2.4
billion people in the world do
not have access to a toilet. This
basic human need has to be met
in conditions that are often
unhygienic and dangerous,
causing disease and death. Not
only this, but women and girls
particularly are at risk of abuse
when they have no privacy, and
everyone suffers from a loss of
dignity without an enclosed
toilet.
Toilet Twinning is an organisation based in Britain that works
tirelessly to improve this situation throughout the world, by
encouraging individuals, workplaces, churches and communities to 'twin' their toilet(s) with a
newly built one in a village that
has formerly been without one.
This has already improved the
lives of many thousands of people but there is still a long way
to go. You can find out more
about their work from
www.toilettwinning.org.

brate my 60th birthday this year
by launching an appeal to sponsor 60 toilets. I have been
blessed with so much to enjoy
throughout my 60 years – not
least through the fact of singing
and making friends in this wonderful choir for a sixth of them
– and I wanted to do something
to mark the occasion that
would have a small but lasting
impact on others who have had
it harder in life.
In this year of St George's Singers' 60th Anniversary I have
been overwhelmed by the generosity of so many of you who
have given to this appeal. The
choir is responsible for at least
five much needed new toilets in
the world, so please accept a
huge and heartfelt thank you.

A toilet twinning sponsorship
costs £60 and, as many of you
know, I have decided to cele-

A SINGER’S GLOSSARY (PART ONE)
Adducted: The term for vocal
cords getting pulled together
when you sing high up in your
vocal range.

A fascinating video of a singer’s
vocal equipment in action can
be found at
http://classicalmusicreimagine
d.com/2016/05/04/watchopera-singer-mri-scanner/.
German operatic baritone
Michael Volle went into an MRI
scanner and sang Lied an den
Abendstern from Wagner’s
Tannhauser whilst being
scanned. Mesmerising!

Bel canto: (Beautiful Singing)
Singing that focuses on beautiful sound, not on acting or emotion. It’s characterised by ornate
vocal style.
Belting: Using excessive air
flow and vocal cord tension in
an attempt to sing louder.
Blend: In solo singing, the
smooth transition between the
head and chest voice. Or, when

more than one individual is
singing, the sound combination
between singers, which makes it
difficult to pick out one singer’s
voice amid the group.
Break: The sudden change in
tone between the head and chest
voice, caused by vocal tension.
When a singer hits his or her
break, there may be a sound
that is jarring and ugly. This can
be avoided with good vocal
technique.
Breath support: Efficient use of
the singer’s stream of breath,

controlled primarily by the diaphragm.
Catch breath: A quick, short,
unobtrusive breath.
Cave: The round shape at the
back of the mouth.
Centred: Everything balanced,
working as one. Getting the
greatest amount of power from
your voice, using the least
amount of effort.
Chest resonance: The resonance that comes from the chest
cavity
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WHO NEEDS OPERA? BY DAVE FRANCIS
Here's a question for music
lovers: name the three most
important operas composed in
the last thirty years.
Almost all music critics would
agree on: Nixon in China
(premiered in 1987), The Death
of Klinghoffer (1991), and Dr
Atomic (2005). For musical influence and theatrical impact,
no recent compositions bear
comparison with these.
What do these three contemporary works have in common?
First, each is based on historical
events in the mid- to late 20th
century. And not just any
events, but ones of huge moral
and political significance: respectively, Richard Nixon's
visit to communist China in
1972; the hijacking of the Italian cruise liner Achille Lauro by
Palestinian terrorists in 1985, in
which an American tourist,
Leon Klinghoffer, is killed; and
the creation and testing of the
first atomic bomb in the New
Mexico desert in 1945.
So these operas take head on
the issue of relevance: is opera
just a closed and cosy artistic
realm with no connection to the
real world in which we live?
Not on your life.
This brings us to the second
common element. Inevitably,
perhaps, given their subject
matter, all three operas have
been highly controversial. Nixon
in China, now universally recognised as a modern masterpiece,
was criticised on its premiere
for trying to make opera out of

quite inappropriate material.
Some people have found Dr
Atomic, especially its final moments – in which recorded voices of Hiroshima victims are
heard – emotionally exploitative (others, myself included,
find the ending so moving as to
be almost unbearable). But the
greatest controversy surrounded
(and still surrounds) The Death
of Klinghoffer, which famously
but quite unjustifiably (in my
opinion) has been accused of an
overly sympathetic portrayal of
the Palestinians.
The third common point, if you
hadn't already guessed, is that
these three great operas are the
work of the same composer,
John Adams. Adams has written many other things, of
course. One of his first successes was the amazing threemovement choral work, Harmonium. But it is his operas, and
especially these three, that have
fixed his place as the most important living composer.
I have had the good fortune to
have seen them: the New York
Met production of Nixon in
China in 2009 (on the cinema
screen at Didsbury, not in
NY!), The Death of Klinghoffer at
English National Opera in
2012, and Dr Atomic semistaged at the Barbican just a
few weeks ago. The Barbican
performance was conducted by
Adams himself and featured the
BBC Symphony Orchestra and
BBC Singers, with soloists including Brinsley Sherratt, Julia
Bullock, Andrew Staples, Mar-

cus Farnsworth (yes, our Pres.
was in it!) and, in the central
role of J Robert Oppenheimer,
the 'father of the A-bomb', the
great Canadian baritone Gerald
Finley.
The narrative spans the final
weeks before the first nuclear
explosion. The focus is on the
character of Oppenheimer and
the conflicting emotions he
experiences as the test draws
near; on the one hand a desire
for success and on the other
increasing trepidation about the
consequences of what he and
his scientists have achieved.
The opera has two unforgettable moments. At the end of the
first act Oppenheimer, alone on
stage and riven with doubt,
sings John Donne's Batter My
Heart (‘Batter my heart, threeperson'd God, for I… am betroth'd unto your enemy’).
The other is the finale, when
the test explosion (the biggest
noise the BBC Symphony will
ever have to make) crashes
through the auditorium (which
goes dark), followed after a
long silence by those faint Hiroshima voices. Gosh.

John Adams has been called
the ‘Voice of America.’ If you
want to read more about him
and his music, his book
Hallelujah Junction is part
memoire, part description of
the creative process, with witty
anecdotes about his
encounters with people ranging
from Richard Nixon, the
Beatles, John Cage, Leonard
Bernstein, Duke Ellington and
Frank Zappa.

The appeal of Adams' music is
attested by the fact that the
concert hall was packed. And
not just with the kind of operagoers to which one is accustomed. Anne and I were in the
balcony (the cheap seats) and
we were by some distance the
oldest people there – all around
us were twenty- and thirtysomethings. Opera, a moribund
art-form?

ERIC ADSHEAD REMEMBERED
It was with great sadness that
many St George’s Singers attended the funeral of founder
member Eric Adshead a few
weeks ago.
After completing his National
Service, Eric was posted to
Blackpool then Newcastle,
where he sang in a Methodist
church choir. A keen walker
(and bagger of 140 Munros!)
Eric met Margaret on a walking

holiday in Scotland, and after
moving to Manchester, where
Eric joined an engineering firm,
they were married in 1953.
It was Eric who noticed an advertisement in a Stockport
newspaper for singers to form a
new choir called St George's
Singers. They both joined, and
Margaret soon became librarian
with Eric a much needed assistant. Even though Eric left the

choir in 2003, he remained an
active supporter, coming to
concerts and joining us on
tours. Many of us recall the day
he and Margaret almost got lost
in Prague, waiting at the wrong
bridge for the coach!
In his final years, Eric was sadly
bed-ridden. But what we remember is the twinkle in his
eye, and a gentle man in all
senses of the word.

Eric singing with St George’s
Singers at Adlington Hall, before
he retired from the Choir
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B E A R S, O R A N G - U TA NS A N D MI NE S
B Y S A R A H L I ON H E A RT
Life as a volunteer at Matang
Wildlife Centre for the month
of March in the rainforest of
Borneo with orang-utans and
other assorted non humans.
Then April clearing landmines
in Cambodia.
Climate:
98% humidity, 40°C.
Work: 8am–
12noon and
then 2pm–
5pm.
A three-day
work rota
included one
day each
with quarantine, orangutans and sun bears. The mornings were spent hiding food for
the sun bears or orangs for half
an hour and then cleaning out
their cages.
Quarantine meant a
whole morning of
cleaning out 12
very dirty gibbon or
macaque cages –
hard physical labour. Afternoons
were slightly easier,
with enrichment
activities for animals and by accident for humans –
sitting and making honey sandwiches enriched
us or porridge
filled hose pipes
and fruit lollies
and freezing
them. The animals were enriched when we
brought them
yesterday’s already frozen.
We sewed coconuts into hessian
sacks and made
packages of treats
that were hard to
open. We also
did painting and
concrete mixing
and I cleaned out
the 15ft python
and turtle enclo-

sures (its okay – we fed
the python first so he was
asleep).
I had to be careful hosing
out the orang cages, as
the orangs would watch
me whilst pretending not
to. At the slightest chance
they would grab my hosepipe or brush or bucket
and then I would have to
either spray them with water
from another hose or hold on
tight to the item and look down
and hope they got bored. They
are nine times stronger than a
man so I never really won these
tug of wars.
If they were in a particularly
mischievous mood they would
bite the pipe into small pieces,
as they knew they would get a
treat for each piece they handed
back. They would brush their
cages vigorously with the
brushes, copying exactly what
they had seen us doing.
We are 96.7% orangutan so we had to wear
masks over our mouth
and nose when working near the orangs –
they catch our germs
easily and it is lifethreatening to them.
We were trained to try
not to interact with
them as they were traumatised
(having been rescued) and it is
counter-productive to releasing
them to have them habituated
to humans.
Triton was born less than a
week after we arrived. No one
knew that his mom was a teen
pregnant mother. (She and one
of the males had managed to
mate through the
bars of the their
cages).
Female orangs
cannot conceive
again for nine
years after having
a baby. That is
why the orangs are
at the most critical
endangered level.
More are being
killed each year

than can possibly be replaced –
the main culprit being the burning of the rainforest for palm oil
plantations.
Most of the orangs had PTSD,
some very severely with repetitive stress behaviours. Most of
them would never be okay
enough to be released.

I also looked after binturongs,
(a kind of cross between a large
very fluffy cat, a small black
bear and a mouse face with
whiskers). I fell in love with
Sleepy, the cutest binturong on
the planet.
I was out visiting the semi-wild
orang reserve and stopped
into the shop to buy a sun 
Enrichment!
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Triton

hat and was given a box
with a slow Loris in it,
which had been
surrendered.
Thank god it
wasn't a fast Loris.
I nervously carried it back to the
waiting jeep. I
fed ferocious
noisy crocs, porcupines, deer,
hornbills, turtles, cloud leopards and various birds and reptiles. And went deep into the

rainforest to find old rotting
logs for the sun bears who
loved to scrabble in them to
find edible creatures.
My morning began with waking up in my mosquito tent to

the raucous sound of the gibbons and then I could lean out
and pick a paw-paw off the tree
outside our window for breakfast. I got quite
good at spotting
tarantula in holes
and scorpions in
clefts of rock or
tree, vipers
wrapped around
branches and
spiders and frogs
who seemed to
live in every square inch of
ground.
After nine
days travel in
Thailand –
where I was
involved in a
motorbike
accident and
have the scars
to prove it – I
visited Singapore (where I was
born) and Malaya, where I
lived as a child, as did another
choir member. Guess who?
I actually got to visit the hospital where I was born and the
hospital I was in for many
months when I was in a accident aged six months old, and
have the scars all this time to
prove that too – which I
showed off to the hospital and
they were delighted to see the
grafts they did looking so good
decades later.
My last ten days were spent in
Cambodia – Bill works on land
mine detection as a mathematician and he had to see the detectors in action. He was
screened for three months in
the UK and finally got the
green light to go on to the minefields.
On the first day I was woken up

after he left for
work, with an
urgent knocking on the
door to say
that they
wanted to take
me along too
and got to
dress up in
protective gear
like a certain
princess who
was only seven days older
than me.
I was trained how to work on
the clearance fields and got to
be involved with blowing up an
anti tank mine, the shrapnel
from which damaged Bill’s
camera. We were 200 metres
away from the blast, carefully
measured but I wish we had
been 250 metres away. We had
our visors and helmets off at the
time.
It was quite a trip, with many
funny stories – which I shall
happily regale you with if
asked.

Preparing for mine clearance
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For more information, please contact:
John Smith (Chair), 01422 359073
stgeorgessingers.johnsmith@gmail.com
Jacqui Smith (Secretary), 01625 875437
enquiries@st-georges-singers.org.uk
Susan Hodgson (Hemiola Editor)
susan.hodgson28@btinternet.com
Jean Egerton (Publicity), 01625 871371
publicity@st-georges-singers.org.uk

Find us on the web at:
www.st-georges-singers.org.uk.

Hemiola is sent to all Friends of St George’s
Singers, and a digital version goes to those on
our Mailing List. To receive a regular copy,
complete the Mailing List registration on the
website, or contact the Publicity Officer.

ST GEORGE’S CONCERT DIARY
2017-18
20 August 2017
Beethoven Choral Fantasy
21 October 2017
Rachmaninov Vespers
9 December 2017
Carols & Brass by Candlelight
11 December 2017
John Rutter’s Christmas
Festival
13 January 2018
Handel Messiah
20 January 2018
Singing Day - Haydn Creation
17 March 2018
Music for Passiontide
23 June 2018
Duruflé Requiem
5 July 2018
Elgar The Music Makers

Ticket Hotline: 01663 764012
tickets@st-georges-singers.org.uk
www.st-georges-singers.org.uk

St George’s Singers was formed in 1956 by Rev Eric Chapman and Geoffrey Verney, organist and choirmaster of St George’s Church, Poynton in Cheshire, where
the Choir still rehearses every Tuesday night. Geoffrey’s dream was to build a
community choir, capable of performing major choral works to a high standard
and which would attract singers and audiences from neighbouring towns. Geoffrey
died in 1964, but his legacy was nurtured by his successors Duncan Eyre, Ray
Lomax and Stephen Williams, and is continued by our present Musical Director,
Neil Taylor.
St George’s Singers is recognised as one of the leading and most innovative choirs
in the North West of England, performing an astonishingly varied repertoire, and
with around 100 members drawn from an area far beyond the community of
Poynton. We present at least four major concerts a year, in venues including The
Bridgewater Hall, Gorton Monastery, Stoller Hall, Manchester Cathedral and
Royal Northern College of Music, hold annual Singing Days, and tour regularly in
the UK and abroad.
St George’s Singers continues to explore and expand the boundaries of choral music, and communicating the sheer enjoyment of singing together. Entry to the
Choir is via audition, and new members are welcome to come along to rehearsals
at any time.

NEXT SEASON
If you thought our Diamond
Anniversary season was exciting, then just see what we have
planned for the coming year!

Turton Consort. They’ll be with
us the following weekend as
well, when our Singing Day
features Haydn’s Creation.

Our own programme of concerts begins with Rachmaninov’s Vespers in October. We
are performing this earlier in
the term than usual, as a result
of an invitation we received
from Chetham’s to sing in their
new Stoller Hall as part of their
Russian October series. This is
followed by our traditional
Carols and Brass by Candlelight concert, back in the familiar surroundings of St George’s
Church, Stockport.

Spring sees us presenting a lovely selection of music for
Passiontide, including works by
Lotti, Gibbons, Purcell, Stainer,
Victoria and (someone new to
us) Gjeilo. And we close our
own season with the haunting
Duruflé Requiem, alongside the
Messa da Requiem of Pizzetti,
and a newly commissioned
work by Sasha JohnsonManning, part of the Whittingham Lives project. (More about
that in the next issue of Hemiola).

Having an early autumn concert means we have time to fit
in an extra event, so it’s Messiah after (not at) Christmas in
Norbury Church, where we’ll
be joined by soloists from The

In between all this, we also
have a number of engagements
that have arisen from invitations. In August we join forces
with Chetham’s in Beethoven’s

Choral Fantasy at Bridgewater
Hall, and we return to BWH
in December in John Rutter’s
Christmas Festival. This is a
truly exciting opportunity for
us, as we’ll be singing with the
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra,
Chetham’s Chamber Choir
and The King’s Singers. No
pressure then!
Our last invitation concert of
the year sees us once more at
the Bridgewater Hall, in Elgar’s Music Makers, alongside
Chetham’s young musicians.
One thing we haven’t mentioned yet: the Choir tour. After the excitements of this
year’s trip to Costa Rica in
July, don’t think for one moment North Wales in May will
be any less memorable.
Or wet!

